But Don’t Give Yourself Away

My time and identity at CCAD has consisted of many, and started as a teeth-gnashinglynervous prospective student searching the internet at 3AM, somehow never knowing of the
school even though family had attended and lived in Ohio for years. It was 2014, and my
Grammie was in the passenger seat giving classic directions via arm-stretched-out-left to
signal me a turn was coming up on Broad Street. I’d snap my first photo of the Art sign that
day. The following spring, I’d be grappling with newly diagnosed manic depression that
ultimately had me defer my arrival for one year. Ric, Molly, and especially John - “The Holy Trio”
as I always referred to them, were so kind, patient, and understanding, the likes of which come
only once in a lifetime in a program like this. To me, I oﬃcially became a MFA candidate on
August 26th, 2016, one day after my 27th birthday. This wasn’t the first day of class - it was
orientation, and the most genuine one I’ve ever attended, followed by a barbecue hosted at Ric
and Susan’s home the next night. It’s where I’d meet Sarah, Max, and Carmen - in tow with a
tiny Carlo.

“We won’t have any available sections in the fall”
You know when you get an email and you can feel it immediately without reading the subject
line you’re receiving bad news? This one had no fat to cut. It descended like a digital inch
worm on my phone screen while I was sitting in a dry cleaner parking lot. I had just punched in
the number to the exterminator company, seeking an estimated arrival time to my infested
apartment the following day. I’d slept maybe 4 broken hours for the third night in a row, and like
Gremlins to food after midnight - no bueno. I finished the call, and decided to go detail clean
my car. Highways are truly one of the most sublimely dangerous places to weep. After
vacuuming every last shred of buildup I could find in my interior, I got an Oreo McFlurry, and let
the crushed mono diglycerides temporarily soothe.
I’ve known I’ve wanted to teach art in the higher ed setting for a long time. I am not naive to the
temporary nature of adjunct life, nor am I unaware of its unsustainable financial oﬀering when
attempted alone. But I didn’t mind a bit, so elated to secure something at the very place I
attended only a couple of months after graduating. If I could start here, I would do anything
and everything I could to make multiple jobs work so that I could work the one I ultimately
wanted the most of in the long run. In two years time, I’d been a MFA candidate, a Graduate
Assistant, a Teaching Assistant, a Housing Assistant, a Resident’s Advisor, a fully minted MFA
recipient, and now, a teacher.
A former student asked me “Did you want to stay?” to which I simply responded “I wanted the
choice.”
Sadness is still here. Unfairness is felt. Anger and questions are simmering beneath. There’s a
sliver of relief.

Then I remember the students, both at CCAD and all around the world. How it must have felt
as a senior, a freshman, a thesis candidate due to exhibit, an international student who couldn’t
get home, a student that didn’t want to go back home at all. Then I remember the even worse
pandemic of racial injustice, which is blistering to an intensity never seen in my lifetime, that I
hope destroys and dismantles the systems of power in which they crush completely. Then I
remember the micro problem of bed bugs, invoking enough personal anxiety to tear my own
little world apart in the last several weeks. All at once, I feel a part of something larger while
trying to balance which wheelhouse needs the most turning. I see it as concentric circles. My
talking doctor called it “catastrophe cakes” - a tattoo most in need of the making.
To my students - each and every one of you have taught me something, and I think about you
all the time. I wonder what you’ve drawn lately, (or if you haven’t drawn anything at all ;)), how
your projects are doing, how you are doing. You will carry these current events with you for the
rest of your lives, and it’s a weight immeasurable. I have no doubt you will be able to keep
striving, learning, and using your creativity to push the world forward to a better place. Life will
take you for a ride. It will chew you up and spit you out. It will hurt. It will be confusing. It will be
wonderful. It will show you the ways in which trauma can be honed down into grit the strength
of diamonds. It will line up stars in the dark. It will blend. It will be still. Thank you for making
me so stomach-churning-teeth-gnashing nervous every time I tried to prepare for our semester,
or even just our day. The nerves signaled to me how important I felt this job is, and how highly I
thought of you and what standard you deserve from your teachers.
As a firm believer in the magic of blind contour drawing, keep your eyes on what is in front of
you, and trust your senses to create the path of lines to wherever you head next.

